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ABSTRACT

Although the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) had exposed materials with a fixed
orientation relative to the ambient low-Earth-orbital environment, arrival of atomic oxygen is angu-

larly distributed as a result of the atomic oxygen's high temperature Maxwellian velocity distribution
and the LDEF's orbital inclination. Thus, atomic oxygen entering defects in protective coatings on

polymeric surfaces can cause wider undercut cavities than the size of the defect in the protective
coating. Because only a small fraction of atomic oxygen reacts upon first impact with most polymeric

materials, secondary reactions with lower energy thermally accommodated atomic oxygen can occur.

The secondary reactions of scattered and/or thermally accommodated atomic oxygen also contribute

to widening the undercut cavity beneath the protective coating defect. As the undercut cavity

enlarges, exposing more polymer, the probability of atomic oxygen reacting with underlying polymeric
material increases because of multiple opportunities for reaction. Thus, the effective atomic oxygen

erosion yield for atoms entering defects increases above that of the unprotected material. Based on

the results of analytical modeling and computational modeling, aluminized Kapton multilayer insula-

tion exposed to atomic oxygen on row 9 lost the entire externally exposed layer of polyimide Kapton,

yet based on the results of this investigation, the bottom surface aluminum film must have remained

in place, but crazed. Atomic oxygen undercutting at defect sites in protective coatings on graphite

epoxy composites indicates that between 40 to 100 percent of the atomic oxygen thermally accom-
modates upon impact, and that the reaction probability of thermally accommodated atomic oxygen

may range from 7.7x10 -6 to 2.1x10 -3, depending upon the degree of thermal accommodation upon

each impact.

INTRODUCTION

Polymers anticipated for use on long-duration spacecraft or high atomic oxygen fluence

spacecraft, such as Space Station Freedom and Earth Observing Systems, will require atomic oxy-

gen protective coatings to assure functional durability of materials throughout the mission duration.
Although the rate of atomic oxygen attack for many materials is now reasonably well understood as

a result of LDEF, the long-term durability of protected materials is less understood because it is

highly dependent upon the reactivity of thermally accommodated atomic oxygen at defect sites in

protective coatings. The scattered, thermally accommodated atomic oxygen gradually increases the

diameter of the undercut cavities, leading to thermal and/or structural performance degradation of the

polymer. The probability of reaction of atomic oxygen with polymers is known to be energy depen-
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dent. Thus, it is of great value to understand the degree to which 4.5 eV ram atomic oxygen

thermally accommodates upon each impact, as well as the reaction probability of the thermally

accommodated atomic oxygen, to be able to develop undercutting growth models that replicate actual

in-space performance of polymers with protective coatings. Sit x (where 1.9_;2(<2.0) sputter-

deposited protective coatings 1300/_ thick on Kapton H (rough surface) typically have 3500 pin

window defects/cm 2 (ref. 1). Thus, degradation processes for polymers with atomic oxygen protected

coatings are dominated by undercutting oxidation at defect sites, as opposed to degradation or loss

of the protective coating itself.

ALUMINIZED KAPTON MULTILAYER INSULATION

Aluminized Kapton multilayer insulation retrieved from the LDEF Cascade Variable-

Conductance Heat Pipe Experiment (A0076) located on row 9 was examined to assess effects of
atomic oxygen attack. Figure 1 is a photograph of the top surface and edge view of a piece of the

retrieved sample. As can be seen from Figure 1, the outermost Kapton layer is missing as a result of

oxidation by atomic oxygen. The aluminization layer, which was deposited only on the bottom side of

this Kapton layer, as shown schematically in Figure 2, is also missing. Thus, the second layer of

Kapton, which was aluminized on both sides, is the surface shown in Figure la. Direct atomic

oxygen exposure of the underlying layer of aluminized Kapton may have occurred, depending upon

the integrity of the aluminization layer on the bottom of the outermost layer, as well as the degree to

which it stayed resident on the underlying aluminized Kapton layer. If the aluminized film curled up or

drifted away from the second layer of multilayer insulation after atomic oxygen erosion of the 0.0762-

mm layer of Kapton, then a known atomic oxygen fluence impingement upon the second layer would

result, and measurements of the atomic oxygen undercutting could then be made and compared with
theoretical predictions, thus allowing quantification of accommodation and reaction probabilities of

thermally accommodated atomic oxygen.

Atomic oxygen undercutting of the second layer of multilayer insulation was observed by

taking scanning electron micrographs of defect sites in the top surface of the second layer of multi-

layer insulation prior to and after the aluminum was removed by means of dilute hydrochloric acid.

After deposition of a gold conductive layer, the undercut cavity was then visible by scanning electron

microscopy, allowing measurements of defect undercut cavity size and shape. Figure 3 shows

scanning electron micrographs of the top surface of the second layer of multilayer insulation before

and after removal of the aluminized surface. The shapes of most of the undercut cavities below pin

window defects were found to be hemispherical. The fact that the undercut cavities were mostly

hemispherical, as opposed to having a high aspect ratio (deep and narrow), is the first indication that

the atomic oxygen which entered the defects was arriving isotropically, as opposed to directly from

•space. This implies that the gossamer aluminization layer from the top multilayer insulation sheet
may have prevented direct impact of the underlying multilayer insulation. Some isolated areas did

have deep high aspect ratio undercut cavities. These areas were probably at sites where the

aluminization had torn, allowing the underlying blanket to be exposed to direct ram.

It is possible to predict the diameter of the undercut cavity for a given defect diameter if one

assumes circular defects with hemispherical undercut cavities, and makes appropriate assumptions

for the reaction probability of 4.5 eV, as well as thermally accommodated atomic oxygen. One can

then compare the predictions with the observations to determine whether or not directed atomic

oxygen or scattered atomic oxygen entered the defects. As shown in Figure 4, energetic atomic

oxygen which enters the defect cavity must first strike Kapton. Upon hitting the Kapton, it has an

initial reaction probability of Pt for reacting with the Kapton. Based on mechanistic assumptions and
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in-spaceatomic oxygenerosionyields, theprobabilityof energeticatomicoxygenreactionwith
Kaptonis thought to beapproximately0.138(ref. 2). Atomic oxygenwhich doesnot reactcan then
leavethe Kapton surfacesin a variety of directions,enablingsecondaryimpactswith Kapton or
aluminum(wherethe undercutcavity allowsexposureof thebottomsideof the aluminizedlayer), or
allowing it to exit out of thedefectopening.For purposesof this model,it is assumedthat theener-
geticatomicoxygenthermallyaccommodateswith the Kaptonuponfirst impact, thusreducingthe
reactionprobability for subsequentimpactsto a muchlower value.BasedoncomputationalMonte
Carlo modeling investigationsof atomicoxygenundercuttingpresentedin reference3, the reaction
probabilityof thermallyaccommodatedatomicoxygen,Ps, is assumed to be 0.00134. In Figure 4, the

undercut cavity surface area of exposed Kapton is given by AK, the area of the undercut exposed

aluminum is given by AG, the area of the circular defect is given by Ao, and the total surface area of

the undercut cavity, AT, is

AT=AK+AG+AD. (1)

The effective reaction probability of atomic oxygen entering the defect, and ultimately reacting with

Kapton, PE, is then given by the sum of the reaction probabilities of the initial impact and subsequent

impacts with atomic oxygen. The summation of all the terms associated with these reaction proba-

bilities (shown in Fig. 4) is a series with a closed form solution given by:

PE = PI + ( I-PI)AKPs
An+Arp ¢ (2)

One can predict the undercut cavity growt h with atomic oxygen fluence by iteratively exposing an
atomic oxygen fluence increment, AF to the undercut cavity, and computing the volume lost, AV,

based on the effective reaction probability, PE, where:

E _EA L_F

AV = EEADAF - PI (3)

EE is the effective atomic oxygen erosion yield of atomic oxygen entering defect cavities, and Eo is

the atomic oxygen erosion yield of unprotected polyimide Kapton (3×10 -24 cma/atom). The volume

increase of the undercut cavity can then be used to compute a new undercut volume with its associ-
ated total surface area, AT, and Kapton area, AK. With these revised values, another fluence incre-

ment is then injected, and a new volume increment is oxidized. The results of this iterative process

are shown in Figure 5. The iterative development of the undercutting was carried out to a fluence of

6.4×1021 atoms/era 2, which is equal to the row 9 LDEF atomic oxygen fluence of 8.99x1021

atoms/cm 2 (ref. 4) minus the amount of atomic oxygen fluence which was predicted to be consumed

by the top surface layer of 0.0762 mm Kapton. The predicted results given in Figure 5 can be com-

pared with the LDEF experimental results shown in Figure 6. As can be seen by comparing the

predicted results with the experimental results, a large inconsistency exists. For example, for pin

window defects of approximately 2.8 microns diameter, the theoretically predicted undercut diameter
is approximately 3.6 times larger than the experimentally observed undercut diameter. In addition,

the shape of the two curves have opposite second derivatives. Knowledge of these results, as well

as the shape of the undercut cavity in the region examined, all consistently lead to the conclusion

that oxidation of the top aluminized Kapton sheet resulted in a crazed aluminum thin-film bottom-

surface coating which remained in place, thus attenuating the arrival flux of atomic oxygen. This in

turn caused a greatly reduced, and much less directed, undercutting to the underlying aluminized

Kapton sheet. Thus, the gossamer aluminum film must have remained as a cracked, but in place, film

until such time as it was disturbed by retrieval and handling operations. Small aerodynamic loads

against the loosely attached film during repressurization and ground handling were a likely cause for
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the ultimate removalof this film. Furtherevidenceof this removalprocessis suggestedby the fre-
quencywith which smallshardsof aluminizationwerefoundin thecleanroom in thevicinity of the
LDEF afterretrieval. Thesefindings that thealuminumfilm largely remainedin placethroughoutthe
flight exposurearealsoconsistentwith thoseof reference5. Thus,basedon theseconclusions,this
particularsampleof coatedKaptonis nota reliablesourceof predictionof thermallyaccommodated
atomicoxygenreactionprobability.

PROTECTEDGRAPHITE EPOXY COMPOSITES

A sampleof 934 epoxycompositecontainingT-300carbonfibers,with anatomicoxygen
protectivecoatingconsistingof 400X of aluminumon 800Aof chromium,wasexposedon LDEF row
9 to anatomicoxygenfluenceof 8.99x1021atoms/cm2, asshownin Figure7. The extremelyrough
surfacemorphologyof thecompositeresultedin numerousprotectivecoatingdefects,which were
analyzedby scanningelectronmicroscopyprior to andafterremovalof theprotectivecoating,as
shownin Figure 8. Detailedexaminationof the profile of undercutcrackdefectcavitieswaspossible
by scanningelectronmicroscopyexaminationat highly inclinedanglesat locationswherecracksjoin
largepin window undercutdefects(Fig. 9).

A Monte Carlo computationalmodelwasdevelopedto simulatethe erosionprocesses
resulting from atomicoxygeninteractionwith protectedpolymers.Although the undercutcavity
shownin Figure9 is graphiteepoxy,theMonteCarlo modelwasdevelopedfor polyimide KaptonH,
which typically hasa highererosionyield thangraphiteepoxy.However,thereactionprobability of
carbonhasbeenreportedto bequite similar to thatof Kapton(ref. 6). For theMonte Carlomodel
presentedin this paper,Kapton,ratherthangraphiteepoxy,wasassumed.The differencesin erosion
yield, asopposedto reactionprobability,wouldcausethepredictedundercutcavitiesin Kapton to
replicatethat which would occurfor graphiteepoxyat a slightly higher fluence.The width-to-depth
ratio of the cavities,however,would belargelyunaffectedfor high fluenceslargelybecausethe
reactionprobabilitiesare thoughtto besimilar.

The MonteCarlo computationalmodelallowsatomicoxygento interactwith polymersat
defectsites in the protectivecoatingson the polymers.Thecomputationalinteractionsarecarded
out on the basisof the prescribedmechanisticinteractionassumptionslisted below:

1. The model is two-dimensionalwith atomicoxygentrajectoriesconfined to a planethat
simulatesa crackor scratchdefectin theprotectivecoating.

2. Reactionprobabilitywith Kaptonis proportionalto thesquareroot of the cosineof the
anglebetweenthesurfacenormaland thearrival direction.

3. Reactionprobability with Kaptonat normalincidenceis equalto:

a. 0.138for space(first impact) (ref. 2).
b. Prescribed,andto bediscussed,for space(for secondand subsequentimpact).

4. Ramenergy(approximately4.5 eV) atomicoxygenhasa prescribedprobability (to be
discussed)of thermallyaccommodatingwith thesurfaceimpactedif it doesnot react.

5. Atomic oxygendoesnot reactwith protectivecoatings,nor recombines,andremains
atomicafter impactingprotectivecoatings.
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. Unreacted atomic oxygen leaves surfaces in a cosine ejection distribution if it is thermally
accommodated, and scatters off surfaces approximately specularly if it is nonaccommo-

dated (elastic scattering).

. Arrival direction of space atomic oxygen is angularly distributed because of the high tem-

perature (assumed to be an average of 1,227 K for the LDEF mission) Maxwellian distri-
bution (ref. 7).

Using the Monte Carlo computational model, one can simulate the growth of the LDEF
undercut cavities in graphite epoxy with fluence as shown in Figure 10. Each undercut cavity shown

in Figure 10 portrays the predicted growth in the undercut cavity for an additional 10,000 atoms

entering the defect as one views defects from left to right in the figure. These profiles are a result of

assuming 100 percent of the arriving atoms thermally accommodate upon first impact, and that the

thermally accommodated atomic oxygen reaction probability is 0.00134 (ref. 3).

If one computes the effective reaction probability of atomic oxygen entering defect cavities by

counting the number of Monte Carlo computational cells removed, and dividing it by the number of

atoms entering, then one would expect to find that atoms which enter defect cavities have a greater

probability of ultimately reacting, compared to those which impinge upon unprotected materials
which, to a far lesser degree, have multiple opportunities for reaction. Figure 11 shows the growth of

effective reaction probability as a function of fluence based on Monte Carlo calculations, assuming

100-percent thermal accommodation upon first impact, and thermally accommodated reaction prob-

abilities of 0.00134. As can be seen in Figure 11, even though the initial impact reaction probability is
0.138, the effective reaction probability quickly drops down to approximately 0.12, then gradually

rises as the undercut cavity tends to trap more and more thermally accommodated atomic oxygen,

which then has further opportunities to react. Although it is believed that the effective reaction prob-

ability at zero fluence is 0.138, the reason the effective reaction probability is lower than that for low

fluences is probably related to the fact that the surface of the polymer quickly roughens upon atomic

oxygen attack, thereby reducing the reaction probability because of its square root dependence upon

the cosine of the angle between the surface normal and the arrival direction. This square root of the

cosine of the angle of attack dependence has been observed in space for Mylar, Kapton, and FEP

Teflon (refs. 6, 8, and 9). If one changes the Monte Carlo modeling assumptions to assume that the

thermally accommodated atomic oxygen reaction probability is controlled by an activation energy of
0.38 eV, as proposed in reference 10, then a thermally accommodated reaction probability of 7.7x10 -6

is predicted for 0.04 eV atoms. This much lower thermally accommodated atomic oxygen reaction

probability does not replicate the observed atomic oxygen undercutting shown in figure 9 if 100-per-
cent thermal accommodation is assumed upon each impact. However, as will be discussed later, 40-

percent thermal accommodation does produce undercutting profiles which more closely replicate

those experimentally observed on LDEF. Figure 12 is a plot of effective reaction probability as a

function of fluence, assuming 40 percent of the ram energy atoms thermally accommodate upon each

impact, and a reaction probability of 7.7×10 -6 for thermally accommodated atoms. As can be seen by
comparing Figure 12 with Figure 11, lowering the thermally accommodated atomic oxygen reaction

probability and increasing the fraction of atoms which energetically scatter causes the effective reac-

tion probability to increase more quickly with fluence. The reason for this is that the scattered ener-

getic atomic oxygen is directed deeper toward the root of surface irregularities, allowing additional

opportunity for reaction.

By inspection of a variety of graphite epoxy composite coating cracks, and their associated

undercut defect widths, one observes, as expected, that wide cracks are not as effective at trapping

atomic oxygen as narrow cracks. As a result, undercut widths are less than proportional to the crack

defect widths, as shown in Figure 13. Whether one measured crack undercut geometries or pin win-

dow undercut geometries, one would expect this same less-than-proportional dependence of under-
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cut sizewidth ondefectsize.Figure 13 is quite similar in shapeto Figure 5, which is predictedon
thebasisof modelingof undercutcavity trappingof atomicoxygen.

Onecanusethe MonteCarlo computationalmodel to attemptto matchtheexperimentally
observedLDEF resultsasshownphotographicallyin figure 9. To obtainpredictedundercutcavities
which replicateexperimentallyobservedcavities,onecanassume100percentof the ram atomic
oxygenthermallyaccommodatesuponfirst impact,anditerativelysolve for thereactionprobability of
thermally accommodatedatomicoxygenthat producesthe bestmatchto the LDEF-observedunder-
cut cavities,or assumea thermally accommodatedatomicoxygenreactionprobability, and optimize
thefraction of energeticramatomswhich thermallyaccommodatesuponeachimpact.Figure 14
showsthe dependenceof Monte Carlo modelpredictedundercutwidth-to-depthratio dependence
uponthermallyaccommodatedatomicoxygenreactionprobability,assuming100percentof theram
atomicoxygenthermallyaccommodatesuponimpact.Thepredictedthermallyaccommodatedatomic
oxygenreaction probability which bestmatchesthe observedLDEF undercutwidth-to-depthratio
is 0.00211.Figure 15comparesanexperimentallyobservedgraphiteepoxycompositeundercut
cavity with a MonteCarlo modelpredictedundercutcavity, assuming100percentof theram atomic
oxygenatomsthermallyaccommodateuponimpact,andassuminga thermallyaccommodatedatomic
oxygenreactionprobability of 0.00211.As canbeseenby comparingthe two profiles, althoughthe
top surfaceundercut-width-to-undercut-cavity-depthratios match,the lower portion of the LDEF
undercutcavity is slightly wider than theMonteCarlopredictions.

If oneassumesthat thethermallyaccommodatedatomicoxygenreactionprobability is
7.7x10-6,as previously discussed,thenvariousundercutcavity width-to-depthratios canbe pre-
dicted,assumingvariousprobabilitiesfor accommodationof theramatomicoxygenuponeach
impact,asshownin Figure 16.The predictedaccommodationfractionwhich matchestheexperimen-
tally observedLDEF resultsis approximately0.4. Figure 17comParesthe experimentallyobserved
LDEF graphiteepoxy compositeresultswith the MonteCarlo modelpredictedresults,assuminga
40-percentprobability of thermalaccommodationanda thermallyaccommodatedreactionprobability
of 7.7x10-6.As canbeseenby comparisonof Figure 15andFigure 17,the assumptionof a lower
thermallyaccommodatedatomicoxygenreactionprobabilityanda lower fraction thermalaccommo-
dation, producesa closermatchto theexperimentallyobservedLDEF results.

SUMMARY

An analyticalmodelwasdevelopedto predictatomicoxygenundercuttingat pin window
defectsitesin aluminizedKaptonmultilayerinsulationflown on LDEF. Comparisonof theresultsof
thesepredictionswith experimentallyobservedresultsindicatesthat the aluminizedcoatingon the
unexposedsurfaceof the top layerof multilayer insulationremainedin place,but crazedafter the
exposedpolyimide Kaptonwascompletelyoxidizedby atomicoxygen.Althoughsporadiclocations
of directatomicoxygenattackdid occuron thesecondlayerof multilayer insulation,muchof the
remainsof thetop layer aluminizationpreventeddirectram atomicoxygenattackof theunderlying
layersof multilayer insulation.Becauseof theuncertaintyof knowing whetheror not directatomic
oxygenattackoccurredon thesecondlayerof multilayer insulation,predictionsof undercuttingbased
on mechanisticmodelsarenot possible.Thegossamerremainsof thefree-standingaluminizedfilm,
which had beenattachedto the outermostKaptonmultilayer insulationsheet,wasprobably blown
awayduring retrieval andhandlingoperations.

MonteCarlo computationalmodelsimulationof atomicoxygenundercuttingobservedona
protectedgraphiteepoxy compositesampleretrievedfrom LDEF indicatesa rangeof thermally
accommodatedatomicoxygenreactionprobabilitiesbasedon anassumedfraction of ramatomic
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oxygenwhich thermallyaccommodatesuponeachimpact.Thermallyaccommodatedatomicoxygen
reactionprobabilitiesrangefrom 7.7x10.6to 2.1Ix 10.3for probabilitiesof thermally accommodating
rangingfrom 0.4 to 1.0.The lowestreactionprobabilityandthermalaccommodationfractionproduced
the closestfit to the experimentallyobservedLDEF results.
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la. Showingoutermostsurfaceasretrieved. lb. Edgeview.

Figure 1.Aluminized Kaptonmultilayer insulation retrieved from LDEF from row 9.
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Figure 2. Section view of top two layers of aluminized Kapton multilayer insulation.
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3a. Prior to removal of the aluminization. 3b. After chemical removal of the aluminization.

Figure 3. Top surface of the second layer of aluminized Kapton multilayer insulation
retrieved from LDEF.
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Figure 4. Atomic oxygen interactions in defect cavities, assuming multiple collisions.
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Figure 5.
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Figure7. Graphiteepoxycomposite(934epoxywith T-300carbonfibers) coatedwith 400]kof A1on
800/_of Cr afterretrieval from LDEF.

8a. With AI/Cr film. 8b. AI/Cr film removed.

Figure8. Scanningelectronmicrographsprior to andafterremovalof protectivecoating.
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Figure9.

9a. Lower magnification. 9b. Highermagnification.

Scanningelectronmicrographof coatedgraphiteepoxycompositeshowingcrackundercut
cavity profile imagedthroughalargepin window undercutdefect.

Figure 10. MonteCarlocomputationalmodelpredictedundercutcavity growth with fluence.
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EFFECTIVE PROBABILITY vs. FLUENCE

Figure 11.
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Monte Carlo model predicted effective reaction probability dependence in undercut cavi-

ties upon fluence for when 100 percent of the ram atoms thermally accommodate upon
each impact, and the probability of reaction of thermally accommodated atoms is 0.0134.

EFFECTIVE PROBABILITY vs. FLUENCE

Figure 12.
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Monte Carlo model predicted effective reaction probability dependence in undercut cavi-
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each impact, and the probability of reaction of thermally accommodated atoms is
7.7x10 -6.
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Figure 13.
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Figure 15.
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Comparison of an experimentally observed graphite epoxy composite undercut cavity

with a Monte Carlo model predicted undercut cavity, assuming 100 percent of the ram

atomic oxygen atoms thermally accommodate upon impact, and a thermally accommo-
dated atomic oxygen reaction probability of 0.00211.
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Figure 16. Monte Carlo model predicted undercut cavity width-to-depth ratio dependence upon

fraction of ram energy oxygen atoms which thermally accommodate upon impact.
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LDEF Data

Monte Carlo Model

Figure 17. Comparison of an experimentally observed graphite epoxy composite undercut cavity

with a Monte Carlo model predicted undercut cavity, assuming 40 percent of the ram
atomic oxygen atoms thermally accommodate upon impact, and a thermally accommo-
dated atomic oxygen reaction probability of 7.7x10 -6.
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